
 
WHAT’S INSIDE PANDORA’S TALK BOX? 

(SEASON ONE) 
 
 
General Summary: 
Following the supernatural body horror adventures of Michael's family at the 
video store! His sister Pandora has created a living TV made out of human flesh, 
with access to channels from other dimensions! Channel surf every universe in 
this MST3K inspired monstrosity! 
 
Episode 1:  
Following the supernatural body horror adventures of Michael's family at the 
video store! His sister Pandora has created a living TV made out of human flesh, 
with access to channels from other dimensions! Channel surf every universe in 
this MST3K inspired monstrosity! In our first episode we wake up with Triscults, 
steal a haunted fur coat, look for the third eye of Medusa, and hop around 
psychedelic nightclubs with a cat lady. 
 
Episode 2:  
Boogita and C.A.S.S. watch apartment wrestling while Pandora channel surfs 
new coordinates to other dimensions. In todays episode we sit back with some 
alien porn, visit Dungina with Triscults, and watch cute cats dance the dance of 
the seven veils! 
 
Episode 3:  
Michael and Pandora fight about the future of the family business, driving their 
father crazier then a shitting Cthulhu! In todays episode we continue with some 
more alien porn, join Triscults at dance practice, and show and tell some more 
important human items. 
 
Episode 4:  
Pandora and Boogita explain to Michael how the Talk Box finds channels 
throughout the astral plane. Meanwhile, Michael’s attentions drift to the beautiful 
Siren, a poltergeist that haunts the AUX core. In this episode, Mr. Transylvania 
sings about wanting love, a wall of skin tears open to reveal light, and then we 
float on the existential loneliness surrounding a flower. 
 
Episode 5:  
Siren gives us a brief tour of the Oculus, a dimension that gives Pandora’s Talk 
Box access to the astral plane. In todays episode, Triscults run into Mr. 
Transylvania at Dunginas, St. Francis ingests some media and sounds, and 
Boogita performs surgery on herself. 
 
Episode 6:  
Siren performs his song that allows Pandora’s consciousness to transfer into the 



Talk Box. In this episode a woman starts turning into a werewolf anytime her 
Debit card gets too low. The wall of skin also gets thinner as a being from the 
eleventh dimension begins to break through.  
 
Episode 7:  
Pandora finishes crossing the infinity threshold thanks to Siren’s song. Her and 
C.A.S.S. begin to ingest new coordinates on the channel surf. In this episode we 
see the beginnings of a dragon apocalypse, visit anxious dolls, and swim ashore 
with a haunted mermaid. 
 
Episode 8:  
Pandora and C.A.S.S. continue channel surfing as Boogita gives Michael some 
much needed dating advice. We continue our show with a family ravaged by 
killer mosquitos, a possessed vibrator haunting it’s owner, and watch the 
conclusion of the demonic creatures in Kangaroo. 
 
Episode 9:  
Boogita lets Michael channel surf a little bit, causing Pandora and C.A.S.S. to run 
into some astral danger! In todays episode, a man is adopted as dog by a nice 
couple, we show off some more human items, and the Lady of Shalott makes out 
with a television set.  
 
Episode 10:  
Boogita saves Pandora and C.A.S.S. from surfing too close to an event horizon. 
They ingest the last of their channel coordinates. In the season finale, Triscults 
chase Mr. Transylvania, a family on vacation gets possessed by vampires, and 
Pandora finds the third eye of Medusa, a key ingredient in Talk Box access. We 
check in one more time with the gang at the video store, as Pandora transfers 
the channel surf into the liveo video adapter.  
	


